INTRODUCTION.
Existential sentences like 1 below have been examined by a number of researchers within the framework of the government binding theory, including Stowell 1978 , 1981 , Burzio 1986 , Chomsky 1981 , Safir 1985 , and Lumsden 1988 (1) There are many men sick. The most conspicuous property of the existential sentence (hereafter, ES) is that the expletive there is placed in subject position. The common idea underlying the government binding approach to this property is that the distribution of there follows from the interaction of a free insertion rule like 2 and universal principles of grammar such as the Binding Condition and the Theta-Criterion, but not from a construction-particular rule like 3:
Insert there anywhere (Chomsky 1981: 88) 5. 6, Culicover 1976: 225) In this paper, I would like to show that this line of approach is not feasible and propose an alternative approach from the perspective of the acquisition of there-constructions by young children. In section 2. I will briefly outline Safir's 1985 analysis of ES. In section 3, I will examine whether or not Safir's 1985 analysis correctly reflects the distributional properties of ES. Section 4 will show the developmental sequence of there constructions. In section 5, an alternative approach based on the acquisition process of ES will be presented.
2. SAFIR 1985. In this section, I will discuss Safir 1985 as a typical example of the government binding approach to ES. However, I am not concerned here with the technical details of Safir 1985, so that specific details will be omitted and only those basic ideas relevant to the following discussion will be presented.
Safir (1985, Ch. 4) , following Stowell 1978 Stowell , 1981 , assumes that the Dstructure of a sentence like 1 can be represented as 4, where SC stands for small clause:
(4) [NP] are [SC many men sick] The be verb in an ES like 4 is subcategorized for a small clause (hereafter, SC). Safir observes that there are at least two be verbs, one is predicational be and the other is identificational be. Predicational be appears in an ES, while identificational be occurs in list there constructions such as 5: (5 Thus, predicational be as in 4, which can also appear in sentences like 7, has no intrinsic meaning. Therefore, many men gets its theta-role from the adjective sick, not from be.
John is sick.
Be is merely a bearer of tense and aspect. In this way, many men can satisfy the Theta-Criterion 8: Note, however, that the Case condition 9 requires that Case must be assigned to lexical NPs like many men in 4 (see Safir 1985: 77): (9) A lexical NP in an A-position must have Case. In order to satisfy 9, many men has to inherit Case from somewhere else. Safir 1985 assumes that many men is coindexed with the subject position by free-indexing at S-structure:
(10) [NP] i are [SC many meni sick] Since the finite clause subject position is a Case-marked position, many men can get its Case from the subject position.
Safir 1985 further proposes the Case Realization Conditions, which require that a given Case-marking be phonetically realized where it is directly assigned. Since the finite clause subject position is directly Casemarked by INFL, a lexical NP is obligatorily inserted. Note that in 10, we can only insert expletive NPs like there, because predicational be has no external argument. This results in the following structure: Ungrammatical sentences like 16 are correctly ruled out by 14C. Now, let us briefly discuss Safir's 1985 approach to ES. We have seen that in order to adopt a construction-independent free there insertion rule, various special assumptions are set up to generate ESs like 1. There is coindexed with a post-copular NP to insure Case inheritance. This chain formation is special in two ways. First, this chain formation makes it possible that two, not one, lexical NPs (i.e. there and many men) can get their Case. In unmarked cases, one-to-one correspondence between a lexical NP and a Case-marked position is maintained as in 17, whether or not the NP is replaced by movement rules.
(17) a. We put the books on the table. b. The booksi were put []i on the table. Second, this chain is exempted from Principle C of the Binding Condition. Safir tries to justify the proviso 15 by appealing to the assumption that indefinite NPs are less referential. However, this argument is quite doubtful. The basic idea that the difference between 11 and 16 can be accounted for by the Binding Condition is questionable because the expletive there, which Safir claims binds a post-copular NP, inherently has no capacity for reference at all. There is no possibility that the binding relation between there and the post-copular NP is related to the referential property of the post-copular NP. As Chomsky (1981: 227 In Safir 1985, the impersonal insertion rule 12 is proposed as a free insertion rule, but why the specific lexical item there is chosen in ES is left unanswered. It is simply stipulated in 13 that there is inserted in ESs like 11. Theoretically, any lexical item whatsoever could be stipulated in 13 as an impersonal formative, instead of there.
Clark 1978 examines ESs in 40 languages distributed among a number of different language families and finds that ESs in 36 languages consist of V(erb), NP, and Loc(ative phrase) and that 3 out of 40 languages employ an expletive element called prolocative, as in the case of English ES. In ES involving the prolocative, the prolocative precedes V-NP-Loc sequence. Since it does not seem to be accidental that prolocatives like there are employed in ES, there has to be some reason, whether languageparticular or universal, why in English ES, there is chosen and functions syntactically as an expletive subject.
As we discussed above, while the free impersonal insertion rule 12 is maintained by Safir 1985, the cost is not trivial. There are three interesting facts revealed by these figures. The first is that the most common type of ES is ontological ES, comprising 64.9% of the total. This shows that ontological ES is a major member of the ES family. This fact exhibits a striking contrast with Safir's 1985 contention. Ontological ES is never an epiphenomenal phenomenon. The second is that periphrastic ES is far less common. It could thus be regarded as a minor type of ES. The third is that among ES-with-SC subcategories (i.e. 24b, c), ES with locational SC (i.e. 24b), illustrated by 22a (locational ES in Milsark's terminology) is given privileged status. It constitutes 70.5% of SC type ES. As a whole, Milsark's classification of ES has been shown to be very insightful.
Since Safir's 1985 observation on ontological ES is in sharp contrast with our data, let us examine ontological ES subcategories in more detail. Detailed distribution of each structural subcategory is shown below with illustrative example sentences. Note that ontological bare ES is a subcategory of ontological ES which involves neither relative clause nor complement clause. There are half a dozen people either singles or couples.
(LL-04.2 211) I have also examined the Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen (LOB) Corpus of written English (text categories: fiction (K, L, M, N), romance and love story (P), humour (R)) to investigate whether there is any difference between spoken and written material. As a whole there is no significant difference between them, as we see below: Bloom (1973, Chap. 4) observes that the form there was first recorded in Allison's speech at 15 months, 1 week and that Allison continued to use it persistently and far more frequently than other words. Based on the situation in which there was used, Bloom 1973 suggests that there in Allison's speech was used to point out objects or people that Allison noticed or found. There was often accompanied by some kind of pointing gesture.
(33) Allison I Age (16, 3) (Bloom 1973, Appendix) 3. (Allison pointing Mama) there 4. (Allison reaching for microphone; hold it) there These observations are firmly confirmed by the data from other children, including Eric, Gia, Peter, Kathryn, Adam, and Eve (Brown and Fraser 1964 , Bloom et al. 1975 , Nelson 1973 . So, at this stage, there is consid-ered to be used as a deictic adverb.
At the next stage there is used in the following two word combination patterns (Braine 1976 , Bloom et al. 1975 Lakoff (1987: 468) observes that the deictic there bears stress, while the existential there does not bear stress at all. According to this criterion, there-consruction in 42 is considered to be deictic, while those in 43 can be analyzed as existential. Given these additional corroborating data, we might conclude that the sequence of acquisition of there-constructions is as shown in 40.
5. PROPOSAL. We have seen in section 4 that ES is acquired by children after deictic there-constructions like 44 are productive in children's spontaneous speech (Bloom et al. 1975 , Fletcher 1985 Age (3; 0, 4) this is Mr. Happy According to Lakoff (1987: 481) , deictic pronoun sentences like 45 and 46 and deictic there-constructions like 44 are normally used in the same way. For example, 44 and 45 are both used to direct the hearer's attention to Sadie, who is in the perceptual field of both the speaker and hearer.
In deictic there-constructions like 44, sentence initial there functions as a deictic adverb. The location indicated by there is determined by the context of the utterance. By uttering there, the speaker is directing the attention of the hearer to the location specified by there, where the entity referred to by the post-copular NP exists: (47) In both 47 and 48 the intended referent of there is determined by some aspect of the nonlinguistic (or pragmatic) environment. In deictic pronoun sentences like 45, sentence initial deictic pronouns like that function as subject NPs. By uttering that in 45, the speaker is directing the hearer's attention to the entity which is later identified as Sadie. The intended referent of that is determined by the nonlinguistic context, as in the case of deictic there.
Suppose that children have already obtained such grammatical knowledge as to analyze the sentence initial pronoun that in 45 as a subject NP. This assumption seems rather natural, because it is generally assumed that SVO clauses like 49 are also established at the same developmental stage.
(49) Mommy eat cookie. So, let us assume that the striking similarity between the deictic pronoun sentence and the deictic there-construction both in linear order sequence (there/this, that be NP) and in pragmatic usage motivates the process which weakens the locative meaning of the deictic adverb there and reanalyzes it as an expletive subject.
This reanalysis hypothesis is also motivated by the following deictic there-constructions, which are productive in children's speech before ES begins to appear in their speech sample, as we have seen in section 4:
(50) a. Eric V Age (25, 1) there's e birdie in there b. Kathryn III Age (24, 2) there's Humpty Dumpty up there c. Peter VII Age (25, 0) there's e tape in there Before discussing such deictic there-constructions as 50a-c, let us turn to an interesting observation made by Breivik 1977 , 1981 and Lakoff (1987 (55) In the linguistic library, there's a copy of Chomsky's Aspects.
(56) There's a polar bear in my study. Breivik (1981, Sec. 2.32) argues that only ES interpretation is possible in 55 and 56. Quirk et al. (1985, Sec. 8.45 ) notes that when two locational adverbials occur in the same clause, they usually enter into a contextual relation of hierarchy:
(57) Many people eat in restaurants in London.
The smaller location in restaurants is stated before the larger in London in which the smaller location is placed. But when in London is replaced by there as given information, the order is reversed, as in 58:
(58) Many people eat there in restaurants. When children want to specify the explicit location of the entity referred to by a post-copular NP by adding a locative expression to the structure shown in 60, producing sentences like 50, there seem to be two possible developmental courses to be taken by children. As we noted above, when a locative expression is added to 60, semantic conflict will occur between the two locational adverbials (i.e. there and the appended locative expression), because two locational adverbials with no hierarchical relationship between them cannot cooccur in the same information unit.
Here we can suggest two possible ways to resolve this semantic conflict. One is to expel one of them from the main information unit and form another unit with a comma intervening between them, resulting in the following structure:
(62) Deictic there construction with location There's NP, location. (e.g. 54) The other is to weaken the locative meaning of the deictic adverb there and reanalyze it as an expletive subject, producing ES:
(63) There's NP (location). (ES) Suppose now that deictic there constructions like 50 occur in the transitory stage from deictic stage 60 to deictic/existential coexistence stage (62+63):
A similar developmental process is observed in children's acquisition of the perfect tense (cf. Slobin 1973) . Shortly before the emergence of the perfect tense, children attach now and yet to past statements, producing such utterances as the following, which perform the same function as the perfect tense:
(65) a. I didn't make the bed yet. b. Now I closed it.
Such transitory forms are soon replaced by the perfect:
(66) a. I haven't made the bed. b. I've closed it. In this way, we can account for the developmental process from 67 to 69 in terms of the reanalysis of the deictic adverb there as an expletive subject:
(67) There's NP.
(deictic) (68) There's NP location.
(deictic) (69) There's NP (location). (ES) This reanalysis hypothesis is supported by the fact that the first occurrence of ES is of the type represented in 69, as exemplified by 39 and 43.
The reanalysis hypothesis is also supported by the fact that in both the adult corpus and that of child, the ES subcategory 69 (25+28a) is predominant among ES subcategories. In the London-Lund Corpus, the ES subcategory 69 constitutes 66.0% of the total of 1548 tokens:
there be NP (ontological bare ES) 672 tokens 43.4% (71)(=28a) there be NP location (locational ES with locative adverbial in E position) 350 tokens 22.6% In the corpus of 6 year olds compiled by Fawcett and Perkins 1980, it constitutes more than 85%.2
The hypothesis that the ES subcategory 69 is the earliest unmarked ES subcategory (i.e. the prototype in the category of ES) is further supported by the observation that various syntactic restrictions are imposed on peri- To sum up, I have proposed that ES is acquired via the process which reanalyzes the deictic adverb there as an expletive subject. It has been found that the reanalysis hypothesis is motivated not only by various constructions which display properties parallel to there-constructions in syntax, semantics, and pragmatics, but also by inherent semantic conflict between two locational expressions in the same information unit. The reanalysis hypothesis has also been shown to be supported by the distributional fact that the prototype ES 69 is predominant among ES subcategories in both adult and child speech production data.
If, as I argued above, the reanalysis of deictic there is involved in the acquisition of ES, our hypothesis would account for why the specific lexical item there is selected as an expletive subject in ES. This hypothesis also involves the assumption that there be NP (location) is a prototype (or central) ES and that the other ES subcategories are noncentral members of the ES family.
6. CONCLUSION. I have considered two problems concerning ES. The first problem is why the specific lexical item there is introduced as an expletive subject in ES. It has been shown that there is introduced into ES via the reanalysis process which reanalyzes the deictic adverb there in the deictic there-construction as an expletive subject, and that this reanalysis process is motivated by various constructions closely related to there-constructions. The second problem is whether or not ontological ES is a peripheral ES subcategory. Detailed investigation of the distribution of ontological ES argues against Safir's 1985 contention that ontological ES is a minor ES subcategory. The reanalysis hypothesis involves the proposal that ontological bare ES and locational ES with a locative adverbial at E constitute a prototype (or central) ES, which occurs first in the developmental sequence of ES. This proposal is found to be substantially supported by children's acquisition data as well as by the distributional property of both adult and child speech data. MILSARK, GARY. 1974 
